In sparse code multiple access (SCMA)-based grant-free (GF) access, both user's channel and the selected SCMA codebook (CB) are considered as a transmission signature for multi-user detection (MUD). In conventional SCMA-based grant-free (GF) access where a single codebook (CB) is employed per a user's random access transmission, however, random selection of CBs and random fading channel reduce the minimum Euclidean distance among overloaded layers (signatures). This significantly degrades the performance. Furthermore, it is also challenging to reduce the collision rate in the course of selecting random access resources while maintaining low preamble overhead. In this paper, we consider a new approach that maps user's consecutive symbols to codewords from the different SCMA CBs in a round-robin manner. It is shown that a combinatorial nature of multiple CBs and the inherent code diversity therein allow to simultaneously reduce collision probability while providing sufficient separation among transmissions, consequently decreasing users' activity misdetection rate. It is also shown that the proposed multi-codebook SCMA (MC-SCMA)-based GF access scheme outperforms the conventional single CB-based SCMA version by overloading of more users (almost up to 200%) as it allows a large number of highly non-orthogonal preambles to be employed while keeping the same preamble length (overhead). Finally, we conclude that the proposed joint design of non-orthogonal preambles and data transmission based on multiple CBs provides a significant performance improvement for the grant-free access system. It can also readily be extended to other code-based non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the requirements of the fifth generation (5G) mobile communication is to support a massive number of machinetype communication (mMTC) devices with their intrinsic characteristics such as intermittent channel access, small packet size and in some cases, tight latency requirement. The conventional 4-step handshaking-based random access in 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE) specification, also referred to as resource request and grant-based random access, is shown to be cumbersome, inefficient for intermittent communication, and not suitable for delay-intolerant applications. In order to mitigate these limitations, grantfree (GF) access has been studied [1] - [3] in which massive
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Peter Langendorfer. number machine-type communication (mMTC) devices contend for radio resources by simultaneously transmitting a preamble (pilot) and data signal without waiting for a radio resource assignment from the base station. Supporting massive connectivity via GF access introduces two main challenges: scaling the radio resources to accommodate a large number of simultaneous connections and performing a series of processing functions in the receiver, including transmission identification, channel estimation and multi-user detection (MUD), in a single shot without incurring unreasonable signaling overhead.
The Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [1] has been considered as one of the enabling technologies for the 5G mobile communication where system capacity can be increased by non-orthogonally overloading radio resources. In particular, the capacity of GF access channel can be highly VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ enhanced by the overloading level of NOMA schemes. The plethora of proposed NOMA schemes can be classified in two general classes: code-based NOMA including [3] , [4] , [19] and power domain NOMA including in [1] , [26] , [27] . Sparse-code multiple access (SCMA) [4] is a novel codebased NOMA scheme, which combines sparse spreading and constellation rotations to directly map symbols into multidimensional codewords. Its sparse codewords design allows only a subset of the total superposed transmission layers to interfere on each radio resource while facilitating the application of the near-optimum message-passing algorithm (MPA) for detection. Furthermore, constellation rotations increase the multidimensional Euclidean distance among different SCMA layers [4] , [5] . A number of SCMA codebook designs with different design objectives are proposed [5] , [14] , [17] , [25] . Moreover, low-cost MPA algorithms are proposed in [6] , [15] , [20] . Application of SCMA in grantfree access can also be referred in [6] , [7] , [33] . In a GF access, the receiver at the base station performs blind multi-user detection (MUD) in which the existence of active users (transmission) is determined, their corresponding channel is estimated, and their data is detected in one shot. In [2] , contention transmission units (CTUs) are defined as tuples of time slot, frequency sub-band, preamble, and codebook (CB) that can be randomly [2] , [6] or quasirandomly [7] selected by an active user for random access. Furthermore, it is shown that by associating multiple preamble sequences with a codebook, the random access resources can be increased while users can still be distinguished from each other even if they have employed the same codebook for symbol mapping as long as their channel is sufficiently different and reliably estimated. This approach allows transmission codebooks and users' channel together to be considered as signatures which identify users and their corresponding data in the MUD. When the channels of two users that employ the same codebook are close to each other, however, the multi-dimensional Euclidean distance among their signatures becomes smaller, consequently, making the two users' signals to become indistinguishable from each other. In practical multi-carrier systems such as OFDMA where codewords are mapped to contiguous subcarriers, the unfavorable channel condition persists over multiple codeword transmissions (channel coherence block).
In [3] , it is shown how the performance of spreading sequence-based NOMA scheme can be improved by employing multiple sequences to spread the consecutive data symbols of an individual user in uplink grant-free access. Following the same principle in this paper, we propose the use of multi-codebook version of SCMA (hence, hereinafter named as MC-SCMA) to exploit codebook diversity while averaging out the effect of unfavorable channel condition in the course of the grant-free access. Furthermore, we show that due to a combinatorial and uniqueness nature of the formed multiple CB (multi-CB) sets in MC-SCMA, it provides a scalability for GF access (reduce collision rate) while improving performance on activity detection, channel estimation, and data detection. As both multi-CB set and user's channel are considered as a unique signature in the GF access, the code diversity achieved by employing the multi-CBs in MC-SCMA provides additional strength (degree of freedom) in distinguishability of user transmissions. In particular, we show how this property allows a highly non-orthogonal preamble sequences to be employed along with MC-SCMA so that preamble overhead can be reduced. Moreover, we provide a multi-CB formation algorithm that maximizes the code and interference diversity that MC-SCMA intends to provide. The contribution of this paper can be summarized with these points: 1) A framework for scalable SCMA-based GF access with multiple codebooks provides code diversity while increasing Euclidean distance among signatures of active transmissions 2) By exploiting the code diversity provided, a preamble transmission based on non-orthogonal Zadoff-Chu sequences is proposed to reduce signaling overhead 3) A joint channel estimation and MUD framework is presented which exploits the intrinsic nature of MC-SCMA to assist active user detection (AUD) and multi-path fading channel estimation.
Even if the same term, i.e., multi-codebook SCMA, is used in [25] , the objectives of employing multiple CBs in [25] and this paper are rather different. In [25] , multiple CBs are employed to support users with different service requirements. In particular, users with high rate requirements such as video streaming are assigned with multiple CBs. In this paper, multiple CBs are employed to map the different symbols in a user's transmission block, providing code diversity even when it is transmitted with a single SCMA layer. Therefore, MC-SCMA in this paper focuses on providing code diversity that improves AUD and MUD performance. Furthermore, assigning the multiple SCMA layers to support different services can still be employed for the proposed scheme. Furthermore, in contrast to [3] , where spreading sequences with their elements drawn from Gaussian distribution are considered for MC-SCMA, we consider SCMA which is a codebook-based NOMA. In codebook-based NOMA the CBs are designed in a handcrafted manner and hence, facilitates a more careful formation of multiple CBs to fully exploit code diversity. In particular, this paper presents a more comprehensive framework of GF transmission by simultaneously considering the preamble and data transmission so that the success probability can be improved for the GF random access. Moreover, we want to highlight that the proposed multiple codebook-based transmission can readily be employed to the different SCMA CB designs in [5] , [14] , [17] , [25] while retaining their respective design objectives and qualities.
In Section II, we present a brief preliminary on SCMA-based grant-free access. Section III presents a system model for the multi-codebook SCMA-based data and preamble transmission. Section IV provides a joint channel estimation and multi-user detection (MUD) algorithm for GF access with MC-SCMA. In Section V, we give simulation results and discussions. Finally, conclusion is made and future works are suggested in the last section. Notations : All boldface lowercase letters, e.g., x, are vectors, and boldface uppercase letters, such as A, are matrices. Italic letters, e.g., K and x, represent variables, while sets are denoted by calligraphic letters, such as K. K ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n} is a set of indices, andK is its complementary. Furthermore, A † is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A, while A T and A H are its transpose and Hermitian matrices, respectively. In addition, let diag(h) denotes a diagonal matrix with elements of h on its diagonal.
II. SYSTEM MODEL: SCMA-BASED GRANT-FREE ACCESS (GF-SCMA) SYSTEM
We consider a GF access system in which a user transmits, in a single shot, a unique preamble signal that is followed by the data symbols as shown in Fig. 1 . In the SCMA-based grant-free access system under consideration, M -ary data symbols are mapped to an N −dimensional sparse codewords taken from a codebook (CB) of M codewords. In the receiver, active user detection (AUD) process is performed followed by channel estimation along with the corresponding data detection. In this system, a contention transmission unit (CTU) is defined as a pair of preamble and CB, which is transmitted over a designated time-frequency region. In other words, the CTU is given as a tuple of time slot, frequency sub-band, preamble sequence, and a CB set [2] , [6] . As each preamble is associated with a CB for data transmission, user data symbols can be detected by the corresponding channel-modulated CB.
In this paper, we consider a single-cell mobile communication system with a large number of potentially transmitting UEs, with their number denoted as N u , among which N a of them are active at a certain transmission slot. For simplicity, the activity of these users can be modeled by identical and independent distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli distribution with the probability of being active in a time slot, denoted as P a 1, implying N a N u . When two or more users select the same CTU, collision occurs and thus, the receiver may not be able to differentiate the superposed signals. In order to compute the collision rate when there are N R CTUs and N a active users, let us define λ = N a /N R as an arrival rate of users to access a single CTU. Assuming that CTUs are selected by users randomly with i.i.d. uniform distribution, λ remains the same for all CTUs. In previous works including [3] , [8] , [12] , the number of UEs that contend for a single CTU is modeled as a Poisson distribution with arrival rate λ. Then, the collision rate P c is given as
From (1), it is clear that λ has to be kept small so as to reduce the collision rate. In the following subsection, we show how radio resources are scaled up, i.e., the number of CTUs is increased, by the conventional GF-SCMA while providing a unified data transmission system model that can also be applied to the proposed scheme.
A. CODEBOOK SET FOR SCMA
In SCMA, M -ary data symbol is mapped to one of the M codewords, depending on which CB is selected from the mother CB set. LetC {C 0 , C 1 , · · · , C K −1 } denote the mother CB sets in SCMA, where the i-th CB C i consists of M codewords given as [6] . The sparse radio resource mapping and superposition of codewords can be represented by an indicator matrix V N ,K ∈ {0, 1} N ×K such that v s,i = 1 if the i-th CB is mapped to the s-th resource (subcarrier in OFDMA system). Note that the CB-to-resource mapping in SCMA is sparse in the sense that the number of occupied resources by a CBs is less than the dimension N (check each column of V 4,6 in (2)). As an example, consider an SCMA mother CB set with K = 6 CBs, which is mapped to N = 4 radio resources with an overloading factor of η = 1.5. Its indicator matrix V 4,6 is given as Fig. 1 depicts a combination of mother SCMA CBs and preamble sequences to define CTUs, which is mapped to time and frequency resources. When there are K CBs and L preamble sequences associated with each CB, there are N R = K ×L CTUs in a given time-frequency region. The GF-access users select one of these CTUs to transmit their signal. Even if users employ the same CB, if the corresponding preambles are different, their transmissions may still be identified with their channel. One of the limitations for the current GF-SCMA is that CTUs and their associated CBs are selected at random by active users and hence, some of CBs may get selected by multiple users while others are left unselected. This may fail to fully exploit the degree of freedom and optimality in SCMA CB design. Furthermore, in conventional SCMA CBs employed by a user and its channel are jointly considered as the signature in MUD. Therefore, employing a single CB by a user throughout a transmission block do not fully exploit code diversity in the signature and the corresponding transmission identification.
Consider N c M -ary symbols of active user k in a transmission block which are transmitted in one random access opportunity. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the transmission block is transmitted in a single channel coherence time. Then, let b (k) n ∈ {0, 1} 1×log 2 M for n = 0, 1, · · · , N c − 1 denote the n-th log 2 M bits (symbol) that are mapped to the n-th codeword of transmit block. In order to generalize the system model for the conventional and proposed scheme, let us introduce here a grouping of N c symbols into symbol groups. In particular, let us divide the N c symbols (codeword transmissions) within the given transmit block into N g = N c /υ groups of υ consecutive symbols (mapped to contiguous subcarriers), assuming that N c is an integral multiple of υ symbols (check Fig. 3 for dimensions). Let C (k) denote a CB from which a codeword is mapped for the -th symbol in each symbol group, = 0, 1, · · · , υ − 1.
Then, a set of multi-CBs for the k-th user, denoted as
υ−1 , can be formed by selecting its element C (k) from a set of mother CBs, i.e., C
∈C. Note that S (k) will be repeatedly employed over each of N g symbol groups. In the conventional SCMA [2] , [6] , [7] , a single CB is employed by a user (transmission layer), i.e., C
As only one selected CB is employed by each UE in the conventional SCMA, hereinafter it is referred to as single codebook-based SCMA (SC-SCMA). In order to facilitate a unified system model for the conventional and proposed schemes, the notion of multi-CB set S (k) and symbol grouping have been introduced for SC-SCMA, in which it is trivial in the sense that the n-th symbol b (k) n is mapped to a codeword in C (k) = C i ∈C, i.e., a single CB applied to the whole transmit block.
Let h (k) n ∈ C N denote the fading channel vector of user k for the radio resource to which the n-th codeword is mapped. Then, the received signal after layer-multiplexing at the base station is given as
where x (k) n ∈ C (k) for = n mod υ while mod(n, υ) denotes a modulo operation on n and υ. Furthermore, ω n ∼ CN(0, σ 2 I N ) is the ambient noise with power σ 2 , denoting an N × N identity matrix by I N .
B. ZADOFF-CHU SEQUENCE-BASED PREAMBLE TRANSMISSION
In this subsection, we have discussed preamble sequences formation and transmission model that can be applied for both SC-SCMA and the proposed scheme. Let us consider
t is the t-th path channel gain for user k, which is modeled as a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean. Note that the frequency-domain channel in (3) can readily be computed from the time-domain channelh k with zero-padding and Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operation. In the sequel, we consider Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence-based preamble signals. A ZC sequence with length N ZC , assuming N ZC is a prime number, and a root u = {1, 2, · · · , N ZC − 1} is given as
where the i = √ −1 in (4) which is deffernt from mother CB index introduced in the previous section. Multiple preamble sequences can be generated from a root sequence by cyclically shifting it with a shift size greater than the maximum delay spread. For a ZC sequence of length N ZC and a cyclic shift size N SH ≥ τ , we can generate N p = N ZC / N SH sequences from a single root. When more than N p preamble sequences are required to be generated, the subsequent roots are utilized. In order to scale up the radio resources while keeping preamble overhead low, we assume that the number of preamble sequences required is much greater than N p , i.e., N R N p , and multiple roots have to be utilized for generating the preamble sequences. In particular, N u = N R /N p roots have to be utilized to generate the preamble sequences, where x denotes the smallest integer greater than x. In [9] , it is shown that as more roots are utilized for preamble generation, cross-correlation among the preamble sequences increases and thus, the preambles become more confused. Analytic property of ZC sequences is give in [10] while optimized root selection can be referred in [12] . For the sake of generality in the preamble and data transmission system model, here assume that there are J multi-CB (MC) sets. In the previous subsection, we have defined the notion of MC set for SC-SCMA as a set that consists of the same mother CBs. In SC-SCMA, therefore, the number of unique MC sets is the same as the number of CB's in a mother CB set, i.e., J = K . To generate the preambles for N R = J × L CTUs, i.e., p (j) l , with a MC index of j = 0, 1, · · · , J − 1 and the associated preambles index per multi-CB set, l = 1, 2, · · · , L, are then generated as follows:
where z (r) u is given by rotating the root sequence z u circularly by r elements. ZC sequences have an excellent cross correlation property suitable for multipath channel estimation from a superposed multiuser preamble transmission. In particular, the cross correlation between two normalized ZC sequences, z (r) u and z (r ) u , is given as
where δ (r−r ) = √ N ZC for r = r and δ (r−r ) = 0, otherwise. Note that a large number of non-orthogonal ZC sequence-based preambles, up to N u (N ZC − 1) sequences, can be generated by utilizing the multiple roots. Furthermore, associating orthogonal preamble sequences (from the same root) to a single MC set has advantage in terms of joint CE and MUD performance, which is possible if N p ≥ L. Channel estimation from uncorrelated sequences for users which employ the same MC sets (CBs) provides more accurate channel estimation so that those transmissions can be distinguished-based on their channel.
Given a set of preambles, p (j) l for j = 0, 1, · · · , J − 1 and l = 1, 2, · · · , L, which is randomly selected by active users for grant-free access, the received preamble signal y p is given as
where the preambles matrix (preamble matrix) P ∈ C N ZC ×τ N R has N R blocks of the columns, represented as P = P 1 · · · P m · · · P N R , associated with each preamble sequence and their τ cyclically-shifted versions. The m-th block P m belongs to the m-th CTU where m = jL + l. Therefore,
l as its first column and other (τ − 1) columns constructed by cyclically shifting it one element at a time. Similarly, the block-
the channel gain coefficients associated with each preamble where the m-th block of elements h m ∈ C τ ×1 belongs to the channel of a user that selected the m-th CTU (h m =h k if the k-th user selects the m-th CTU; otherwise, h m = 0 τ ×1 where 0 τ ×1 is τ ×1 zero vector). Furthermore, ω p ∼ CN(0, σ 2 I τ N R ) denotes a noise vector. Note that h is block-sparse in a sense that the number of nonzero values in it is less than its dimension, i.e., h 0 ≤ τ N a τ N R for an 0 -norm operator 0 . Moreover, these nonzero values are located as a group of τ .
III. MULTI-CODEBOOK SCMA (MC-SCMA)-BASED GRANT-FREE ACCESS SYSTEM
A. DATA TRANSMISSION WITH MC-SCMA Suppose that there are J predefined multi-CB (MC) sets,
υ−1 , each element of which is drawn from a mother CB set, i.e., C (j) ∈C. Furthermore, let a multi-CB set employed by the k-th user (layer),
υ−1 is taken from these predefined MC set as S (k) ∈ {S 0 , S 1 , · · · , S J −1 }. As opposed to the single CB SCMA-based GF system where only one CB is employed to map all symbols in a transmit block to codewords, we consider a new scheme in which υ data symbols are mapped to codewords from υ different CBs, i.e., C (k) = C (k) , = , , = 0, 1, · · · , υ − 1. In other words, the n-th symbol b
(k) n can be mapped to a codeword x (k) n ∈ C (k) , which is drawn from = n mod υ-th CB in S (k) , n = 0, 1, · · · , N c − 1.
As multiple CBs are employed by a single user, this particular scheme leads to a multi-CB version of SCMA (MC-SCMA)based GF system. Fig. 2 illustrates how resources are allocated for MC-SCMA with υ = 4 and N = 4. The maximum number of MC sets that can be constructed from K mother CBs where each MC set constituting υ unique CBs is given by a permutation function as J = K ! / (K −υ)! . Without loss of generality, we consider a single time-frequency slot in which L preamble sequences can be associated with each of MC sets. Suppose that there are J MC sets in the system. Then, therefore, N R = J × L unique preamble sequences, indexed by m = 1, · · · , N R , are required for a single time-frequency contention region as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 depicts the difference between SC-SCMA and MC-SCMA for a simple example of K = 6, N = 4, and υ = 4. As illustrated therein, each user employs the same CB for all consecutive symbols of 2 bits in SC-SCMA. On the other hand, each user employs a MC set of υ = 4 CBs, which are mapped to consecutive symbols, for MC-SCMA.
As J K in MC-SCMA, the collision rate in (1) can be reduced as compared to the existing schemes in [2] , [6] .
In the converse, if the collision rate is kept the same, i.e., by using the same number of CTUs (N R ), a number of preambles to be associated with each MC set in MC-SCMA, i.e., L = N R /J , is less than the number of preambles associated with a CB in the conventional SCMA, i.e., L = N R /K . This allows preambles with high cross-correlation property (nonorthogonality) to be employed for MC-SCMA, hence reducing preamble overhead. In particular, smaller L and the strong transmission signature due to code diversity in MC-SCMA allow the preamble signal-based activity detection to reliably infer from MUD and vice versa.
As a toy example, let us consider a conventional SCMA with K = 6 mother CBs and L = 32 preambles associated with each CB such that there are N R = 6 × 32 = 192 CTUs. Consider an equivalent MC-SCMA system with J = 64 MC sets where each set is formed by grouping υ = 4 CBs from the mother CB set. Note the υ CBs in an MC set are used to map υ consecutive data symbols and hence, there is no loss in spectral efficiency as compared to the conventional scheme. To make the comparison fair, let L = 3 preamble associated with each MC set and thus, N R = 64 × 3 = 192 CTUs also for MC-SCMA. In both schemes, therefore, 192 unique preamble sequences are required. As there are only 6 CBs in the conventional system, however, there is a high probability that multiple users select CTUs with the same CB and the MUD relies only on the separation of channels to distinguish these transmissions. Hence, a more accurate activity detection and channel estimation is required in the conventional system, which tends to be constrained by the degree of nonorthogonality among the preamble sequences. As there are 64 MC sets in MC-SCMA system, however, it is subject to a lesser probability that the same MC set is employed by multiple users and hence, the MUD is more likely to rely on both channel and code difference (MC sets) of multiple transmissions. This allows a highly correlated (nonorthogonal) preamble sequences to be employed, reducing preamble overhead, as the activity detection and channel estimation can be greatly assisted by the MUD, and vice versa. In the converse, more transmissions can be supported by MC-SCMA as compared to SC-SCMA while keeping the preamble overhead as it will be shown later in Section VI.
B. FORMATION OF MULTI-CODEBOOK (MC) SETS
The main purpose of MC-SCMA is to average out the effect of unfavorable channel among users while providing code diversity. Therefore, each MC sets C j J −1 j=0 must be constructed by selecting υ CBs carefully from a set of mother codewords,C. Table 1 provides an algorithm to assign the mother CBs to each set of multiple CBs. The algorithm starts by assigning the (j mod K )-th mother CB to the j-th set of multi-CBs, i.e., S j = C (j) 1 = C i , where i = j mod K , j = 0, 1, · · · , J − 1. For = 1, 2, · · · , υ − 1, then, a mother CB C * ∈ C which maximizes the minimum multi-dimensional Euclidean distance between a candidate CB and CBs selected by the previous MC sets,, i.e., j = 0, 1, · · · , j − 1, which (c (j ) m ) , is selected. Furthermore, in order to fully exploit CB diversity, C * is selected in such a way that C * / ∈ S j , not allowing a CB to be assigned to the same MC set more than once. As both users' channel and CBs serve as a signature, the minimum Euclidean distance among two users k and k is given as
∈ C (k ) while denoting an expectation function with E(·). In Section V ( Fig. 4) , it is shown that the expected minimum Euclidian distance (MED) between the signatures of any two active users is increased by employing MC-SCMA.
In [14] , analytical framework has been provided to compute the bit-error rate (BER) performance of SCMA system based on the MED among CBs.
In Table 2 , we have presented an example for MC sets generated with algorithm in Table 1 for J = 12, K = 6, M = 4, and υ = 6. The algorithm tries to spread out the mother CBs evenly to all the MC sets while providing CB diversity. Note that all the mother CBs are used the same number of times (12 times) in the course of generating 12 MC sets. A mother CB with indicator matrix in (2) and constellation designs in [5] are used. To elaborate on the CB diversity that MC-SCMA provides, if two users select, for example, S 2 and S 6 , their CBs for = 2 are the same (C 3 ) for symbol transmissions, while they are completely orthogonal to each other for = 1 and = 5 as the mother CBs, {C 0 , C 5 } and {C 4 , C 1 }, are orthogonal (check the indicator matrix in (2)). Meanwhile, S 0 and S 1 are non-orthogonal for each symbol position ( = 0, 1, · · · , 5), but they do not have any overlapped CBs in the same symbol positions. For this specific example, as we have constructed J = 12 MC sets with a mother CB of N = 4, M = 4, and υ = 6, Algorithm 1 attempts to evenly spread out J × M = 48 signal points (multi-dimensional constellation points) in N × υ = 24 dimensions. The spreading out of the constellation points is constrained by the mother CB. The message passing algorithm (MPA) detects one superposed symbol at a time in the receiver [15] , [16] , [20] , therefore, it considers N = 4 function nodes for each superposed symbol detection which is the same as in the conventional SCMA. Therefore, the same level of complexity is maintained for the MPA-based detection in the proposed scheme while increasing MED among layers and improving performance.
IV. JOINT ACTIVITY DETECTION AND CHANNEL ESTIMATION A. INITIAL ACTIVE USER DETECTION AND CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Given the above preamble and data transmission model, the receiver at the base station has to first identify the active preambles (user transmissions), estimate the corresponding channel, and then, perform data detection. For example, if the m = (jL +l)-th preamble p (j) l is detected as active in the initial activity detection, the corresponding channel h m is estimated and the j − th MC set modulated by the estimated channel is consider as an active signature. On the other hand, if p (j) l was wrongly detected as an active preamble in the initial activity detection, the following MUD process may correct this error, as a signature where the j-th MC set modulated by h m may turn out to be inactive (the corresponding symbols block may be detected as an all zero transmission block). Fig. 4 illustrates a block diagram for joint processing of channel estimation and multi-user detection (MUD) in the receiver. Given the received preamble signal y p , the AUD first attempts to find a potentially active set of users (preambles) U a . In this process, the set U a should include the indices of the transmitted preambles. In case that some active preambles are missed in the initial AUD, subsequent channel estimation and data detection could not recover them. Therefore, the size of the initially estimated set of active preambles, denoted as u a = |U a |, should be well above the expected number of active transmissions, i.e., u a > p a N u . The computational complexity of message-passing algorithm (MPA) for MUD [6] increases with u a . Therefore, u a should also be set in such a way that the misdetection and false-alarm error rates are balanced while taking into account computational complexity. Table 3 presents an algorithm for the joint channel estimation and activity detection. Let us define ψ m [0 1×τ m 1 1×τ m 0 1×τ (N R −m+1) ] T as a τ −block indexing operator vector for the m-th block, where 0 1×n and 1 1×n are n-dimensional vectors of zeros and ones, respectively. In this paper, we consider the maximum likelihood (ML)based activity detection in which we select the preamble coefficient to maximize the weighted correlation β m = w m ψ m P H y p P H y p with respect to the received preamble signal y p , where denotes an inner product operator. The weight w m corresponding to the m-th preamble (CTU) is initially set to one and then, updated by the MPA-based MUD with the estimated posteriori probability as discussed shortly. In [9] , an efficient method for a one-shot computation of the correlation coefficients β m for preamble sequences which belong to the same root is proposed. This approach can readily be employed in our activity detection by clustering preambles which belong to the same root together. Given a predefined threshold ξ , preambles with β m ≥ ξ are declared active and then, their indices are included in U a . In Section V, we discuss how to set ξ in such a way that the initial activity detection warrants identification of all active preambles. Once the potential active preambles are detected, their corresponding channels are estimated asĥ (U a ) = P (U a ) † y n , where ( ) † is Moor-Penrose pseudo-inverse and (U a ) is an indexing operator which indexes the block of columns and elements indexed by the set U a for matrices and vectors, respectively. As an OFDM-based system is considered for data transmission, the time-domain channel estimatê h (m) for active preambles, i.e., m ∈ U a , should be first converted to a frequency domain by zero-padding and FFT operations. VOLUME 7, 2019 
B. MPA-BASED MUD AND POSTERIORI PROBABILITY COMPUTATION FOR ACTIVITY DETECTION
Message passing algorithm (MPA), also known as belief propagation (BP), is an iterative decoding algorithm which passes belief messages of factor graph nodes along its edges [6] . When MPA is applied to decode the superposed SCMA transmissions, the codeword-mapped radio resources and the transmitted layers U a are considered as function nodes and variable nodes, respectively. Due to the sparse nature of transmission layer-to-resource mapping, as it is specified by the indicator matrix in (2), the factor graph representation of SCMA mapping is not fully connected and thus, detection complexity can be significantly reduced.
In the SCMA-based GF scheme, a zero-constellation point (symbol) can be considered to model inactive layer transmission while mapping the M -ary symbols to the non-zero M constellation points. Based on the initially estimated set of active preambles, U a , the MPA can consider a factor graph constituting N variable nodes and u a function nodes to readily compute the likelihood of each symbol associated with the superposed codewords. Note that the MPA algorithm is run over N c symbols of transmission block in parallel. Let P (m) 0,n , m ∈ U a and n = 0, 1, · · · , N c − 1, be the belief (probability) of the zero-symbol value (constellation point) for the n-th symbol. Then the posteriori activity probability for the m-
0,n , in which the averaging follows from an i.i.d. and uncorrelated noise assumption, implying N c symbol detection processes are equally reliable.
The initial channel estimation in lines 4 and 5 of Table 3 is similar to a well-known scheme referred as thresholding [13] in the compressive-sensing literatures. It is also similar to the channel estimation in [9] with a relaxed threshold ξ , which allows for including all active users in U a . In order to set the threshold ξ in such a way that U a contains all active users with high probability, we have analyzed the performance of initial activity detection based on the average performance analysis of thresholding in [13] . Assuming that the set holds the indices of all active users, let us define a 2-Bable function over the set and the preamble matrix P as
Considering the cross correlation property of ZC sequences in (6) for N a active users, i.e., N a = | |, the upper bound on the 2-Babel function is given as
The condition in (9) is considered as the worst case in terms of a correlation between an inactive reference preamble and all the other transmitted preambles. This worst case happens when the active preambles are all from different root than the reference preamble. A misdetection for initial AUD in Table 2 occurs when Pr(m ∈ ,m / ∈ U a ) = Pr(||p m H y p || 2 2 < ξ ). This misdetection probability, denoted as P mis , is upper-bounded as
Note that (10) follows from the misdetection condition Pr(||p m H y p || 2 2 < ξ ) and the preamble transmission model in (7) . Furthermore, as p m H p m h m = N ZC ||h m || 2 2 , it is clear that (10) follows from (11) . Finally, P mis can be derived from (12) by noting that the channel vector is a Rademacher sequence where the signs of channel gain coefficients are ±1 with equal probability. For a Rademacher sequence vector α with the magnitude and sign of its i-th element denoted as α i and ε i , respectively, the following inequality holds:
where ε i = ±1 with equal probability. See Theorem 3 in [13] and the references therein for the proof of (12). By using (12) and by invoking the maximum 2-Bable function in (9) , the upper bound on misdetection probability can be derived from (11) as
From (13) , it can be observed that by choosing ξ to be well below the expected value of N ZC h m 2 2 − ω p 2 2 , U a can be set to contain all the correct supports with high probability.
C. RECEIVER COMPLEXITY
The computational complexity of the initial channel estimation that employs thresholding [13] , with a relaxed threshold, scales up with the number of ZC roots utilized to generate N R preamble signals. In [9] , an efficient method of identifying active preambles from a single ZC root is proposed. The complexity of the low complexity implementation of thresholding per a root of ZC sequence is given in [9] as N ZC log N ZC + 3 2 N ZC . Note that the scheme in [9] does not involve relaxed thresholding, but it is stated that the computational complexity is independent of the threshold employed as the correlation values are computed in single shot (equation (9) in [9] ). In our system model, N r = N R / N u ZC roots are utilized to generate unique preambles and thus, the complexity of the initial active user detection is given as N r N ZC log N ZC + 3 2 N ZC . Furthermore, in order to analyze the computational complexity of the subsequent MPA-based MUD process, let us consider the least sphere decoding (LSD)-based MPA in [16] . In LSD-MPA, transmission layers with a large Euclidean distance from the received vector y n are automatically excluded from the combinatorial maximization in (37) [16] . This significantly reduces the computational complexity. In fact, LSD-MPA removes the candidates, that are less likely to be active, from U a in very few iterations, typically in the first iteration. Note that as MC-SCMA increases the Euclidean distance among transmission (users) layers, an inactive layer which is wrongly included in U a would have a large Euclidean distance from the received signal {y n } N c −1 n=0 as compared to SC-SCMA and hence, would be removed from the candidates set much quickly. This results in the computational complexity of the MPA in MC-SCMA, which is mainly determined by the number of active user, N a , rather than size of U a . In fact, from Table 1 in [16] , it is straightforward to observe that the computationally expensive operation in LSD-MPA, which is updated from a variable node to function node, is an order of d 2 c where d c is the degree of freedom of mother CB for SCMA. Note that d c is given as the maximum number of 1's in each row of an indicator matrix, i.e., d c = 3 for V 4,6 in (2). In GF-SCMA, however, as the same CB may get selected by all active users, even if this particular event rarely happens, we may set d c = N a and compute the worst-case computational complexity as O I MPA N ( N K N a 2 − N a )M , where I MPA denotes the number of MPA iterations. Finally, as the channel estimation and MUD is repeated for I max iterations, computational complexity of the total MUD-CE is given as
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, we have considered a GF access in which a single time-frequency region for CTUs is defined with N s = 128 subcarriers and 8 OFDM symbols. Furthermore, a mother SCMA codebooks (CB) set of K = 6 and N = 4 with an indicator matrix in (2) and constellation design as in [5] is considered. An MC-SCMA with J = 256 MC sets with υ = 4, 6 CBs per MC set is formed from the mother CB set using Algorithm 1.
Note that the maximum number of MC sets that can be generated from a mother CB set of K = 6 CBs is J = 360 and J = 720 when there are υ = 4 and υ = 6 per MC set, respectively. To make the system fair, the number of preambles associated with a single CB and MC set is set to L = 171 and L = 4 for SC-SCMA and MC-SCMA, respectively. Therefore, there are N R = 6 × 171 = 1026 and N R = 256 × 4 = 1024 CTUs in both the conventional SC-SCMA and MC-SCMA schemes. Zadoff-Chu sequences with length N ZC = 127 which are mapped to the 128 subcarriers by copying the first chip to the last subcarrier and a cyclic shift of N SH = 3 is considered to generate the preambles.
In the simulation, we assumed τ = 3 (unless explicitly states as otherwise) independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading paths while generating the frequencydomain channel components h (k) n . A joint AUD, channel estimation, and MUD algorithm in Table 2 is performed with 3 CE and MUD iterations, and 10 MPA iterations.
In Fig. 5 , the normalized minimum Euclidean distance (MED) among signatures of active users is averaged over OFDM-based channel realization with multipath length τ . The normalized MED is presented against the MC-set size (υ). Note here that the MED of SC-SCMA is invariable against υ as the same CB is repeated over all symbols in SC-SCMA. Another obvious observation is that MED decreases as the number of active users increases in both schemes. While number of active users is increased, there is a superposition of more number of non-orthogonal CBs on one hand and an increased probability of a more correlated channel realization on the other hand, resulting in a decrease in MED among signatures. Furthermore, as it is predicted in the previous sections, the MED for MC-SCMA is substantially larger than SC-SCMA with an increasing margin with respect to υ. Moreover, it is observed that for N a = 4, the increase in MED for MC-SCMA over SC-SCMA is larger when the number of multipath taps (τ = 3 as opposed to τ = 8). When there are fewer channel taps, the coherence frequency in OFDM system increases amplifying the effect of code and interference diversity that MC-SCMA provides. From these results, we may conjecture that MC-SCMA may have even larger performance gain over SC-SCMA under a block flat channel of τ = 1. The sensitivity of the MED gain with respect to τ vanishes, however, as N a is increased (see N a = 8) in the figure. As N a is increased, the minimum 'distance' between users' channel more or less averages out and the MED becomes entirely dependent on the CBs employed. Fig. 4 indicates that MC-SCMA has shown a better SER performance with the performance improvement margin increasing with υ. In fact, at SER 10 −3 and when there are 8 active users (200% overloading), MC-SCMA has shown a 4dB and 8dB improvement over SC-SCMA for υ = 4 and υ = 6, respectively. Based on the pair-wise error performance analysis in [14] and the increase in the normalized MED shown in Fig. 5 , it is straightforward to explain the SER performance gain of MC-SCMA as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 7 shows an error rate for CTU activity detection of GF access for the different number of users (e.g., N a = 6 and 8) as SNR varies. Note that 6 and 8 active users correspond to an overloading factor of η = 150% and η = 200%, respectively. In the figure, it is shown that the CTU (user) activity misdetection error rate has been reduced by MC-SCMA as compared to the conventional SC-SCMA. This is due to the reason that only L = 4 preamble sequences are associated with MC set in MC-SCMA as compared to L = 171 preambles associated with each CB in SC-SCMA. Smaller L in MC-SCMA allows the detection of the corresponding data transmission signature to effectively assist (to strongly infer) preamble signal detection.
Finally, in Fig. 8 , we have presented how MC-SCMA reduces the block error rate (BLER) as compared to SC-SCMA. The BLER under grant-free access may be resulted from three major factors: CTU collision, signature activity misdetection, and error in MUD. In the figure, it is shown that as the number of superposed users is increased from N a = 4 to N a = 8, the BLER increases quickly (especially for SC-SCMA) as all the three factors that would result in a block error would increase together. Furthermore, note that the collision rates in (2) for N a = 4, 6 and 8 are 0.0039, 0.0058, and 0.0078, respectively. In Fig. 8 , we observe that a BLER rate close to the corresponding collision rate is achieved at SNR of 10dB (N a = 4), 12dB (N a = 6), and 12dB (N a = 8) for MC-SCMA. While the BLER achieves a rate close to the collision rate at only 18dB (N a = 4) for SC-SCMA, it levels off quite quickly for other overloading levels. This result indicates that collision rate is a critical factor in BLER rate for all overloading levels in MC-SCMA and there is a room for improvement (i.e., more layers to be supported) by increasing the number of CTUs. On the other hand, we may conjecture that the performance of SC-SCMA is determined by all the three factors as it fails to achieve a BLER close to collision error rate and hence, more CTUs would increase the CTU misdetection and channel estimation error without improving BLER performance. Moreover, at BLER = 0.01, N a = 8 active users are supported by MC-SCMA compared to N a = 4 for SC-SCMA with additional gain of around 1dB. This shows that the MC-SCMA outperforms SCMA (SC-SCMA) by overloading of more users (e.g., doubled) while maintaining preamble overhead (a single preamble OFDM symbol in both schemes). An asymptotic GF-access performance relationship between preamble and data transmission, when the length of preamble and data transmission slots goes to infinity while keeping their ratio the same, is studied in [12] .
It would be our future interest to study the optimal tradeoff between preamble overhead and BLER performance under MC-SCMA setting.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a multiple CB-based SCMA (MC-SCMA) transmission for grant-free random access in which random access radio resources are scaled up to reduce collision rate. Furthermore, it is shown that the proposed scheme suits for joint activity detection, channel estimation, and MUD as the uniqueness of the multiple CBs employed by each transmission assists the active user detection (AUD) while improving the overall block error rate performance of the system. Considering the number of potentially transmitting users is much larger than the available radio resources in grant-free access, the proposed schemes allows highly nonorthogonal pilots to be employed so that pilot overhead can be reduced. This paper comprehensively deal with scalable grant-free access by jointly considering preamble and data transmission to achieve a significant performance improvement over conventional schemes. Moreover, it is of interest to generalize the proposed scheme to other CB schemes [19] and spreading-based schemes [3] . In the future, it will also be interesting to study an optimal tradeoff between pilot overhead and system performance of MC-SCMA under grant-free access.
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